




Concept, construction and implementation



EELL GGRRAANN AAUULLAA
THE GREATCLASSROOM

Made up of a series of modules designed for multiple cultural
activities in public spaces, as well as community, social and
educational institutions, El Gran Aula (EGA) is a mobile device
which can be assembled and disassembled as needed. I t was
initial ly devised as an itinerant project for the southern districts of
the city of Buenos Aires, but soon numerous opportunities
presented themselves for interaction throughout the rest of the city.

EGA's headquarters are located at cheLA (Centro Hipermediático
Experimental Latino Americano/ Latin American Center for
Hypermedia and Experimentation), where it contributes its content
and methodology to that institution's infrastructure and
programming needs.

EGA brings together various discipl ines, such as design, art,
construction and technology, as a way to l ink contemporary art
practices to education through play and other forms of
participation.

The project's goals cal l for an open, interactive and playful
approach to new technologies and contemporary art practices by
creating spaces for research and production, with the assistance of
artists and professionals, where art and technology are treated as
materials and processes open to experimentation and
transformation, as opposed to closed devices with a given,
immovable purpose. Workshops, classes, laboratories and
exhibitions are some of the means by which EGA brings its ideas
to the public.

Al l of the project's modules are built from recycled industrial
materials, thus affirming their reuse as one of the project's
conceptual pi l lars.



Each module is an educational unit which may be put to use
individual ly or in concert with other modules; each one is
autonomous and mobile. The fol lowing is a l ist of EGA's modular
components:

Portable Pavil ion
CIF/ Center for Future Research
TM/I tinerant Workshop
BiPA/ I tinerant Popular Library
ANDANTE.RaCMo/ Mobile Community Radio
COVER/ Tower of sound- sonic artifacts
BACO/ Opical Box and Bar
LA FÁBRICA/ The Factory/ A Toy Workshop
CCC/ Frame by Frame Cart
MAN/ Nomadic Pottery Module
Cadactropo/ A Film-making Machine
Carrito Fiorito/ Mobile Children's Theatre and Workshops

A tiny, compact universe opens up numerous possibi l ities for action
in a few square meters: a l ibrary, a radio station, an archive, a
cinema; carpentry, electronics robotics, pottery, animation and toy-
making workshops. All modules are primari ly built from recycled
materials.

A program of new activities lets art, technology and culture come
together in the public space as tools for social cohesion,
consolidating civic values and creativity in a laboratory of collective
experiences under open skies in the city's public spaces.
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PPaaPPoo//PPoorrttaabbll ee PPaavvii ll ii oonn
The Portable Pavil ion is a space built from recycled industrial cable
trays. Like the classic Meccano toys, this module is designed to be
put together and taken apart quickly, al lowing for a mobile room for
classes, and other types of community meetings. I t can also be
used as a screen for l ights and shadows, since its siding is made
from corrugated fiberglass roof panels; this also allows the module
to become a sort of lantern in dark spaces.









CCII FF// CCeenn tteerr ffoorr FFuu ttuu rree RReesseeaarrcchh
CIF is, above all , a modus operandi. The Center for Future
Research is the ironic name of a way of researching present
realities. The main question CIF asks is: What kind of temporary
microinsurgencies can we set in motion? CIF does not have a
specific location, although we have built a modular pavil ion where
its activities can be housed. I ts main method of research is that of
the anexact sciences. I f the exact sciences are legislative, in the
sense that they search for and instal l Laws of Nature, the anexact
sciences take each case individual ly as a problem to be solved.
They are closer to technology than to science, they come from
various practices and set themselves up on the periphery of
scientific and philosophical ideal izations.









BBiiPPAA// II ttii nneerraann tt PPooppuu ll aarr LLii bbrraarryy
BiPA is itself a series of projects involving publishing, conceptual
poetry, and an itinerant object loaded with books made from
materials found in the streets of Buenos Aires. This object is an
allegorical cart from which the books can be displayed and read in
public spaces around the city. The books themselves are as varied
as their authors' minds, consumerism and the production of trash
in the city permit. I t is a way of bringing conceptual poetry to the
public circumventing special ized and official circuits, which are
often not open to the general public.















CCOOVVEERR
Cover is an amplification tower containing the basic equipment to
do sound performances in public spaces. I t was built from a
recycled autoparts box and wooden beams. I t comes equiped with
an amplifier, a sound mixer, two megaphones and several modular
speakers which can be quickly deployed throughout the territory
provisional ly occupied by this machine, al lowing for an instant
public address system.
The name of this machine is a reference to other towers built by
a77 as a portal to the Centro Cultural Nómade, taking from them
its basic structure and adapting it to a new purpose: it is a cover in
the musical sense, a new version built by CoZa.

Cover comes with a series of sound-making artifacts called the
Bycimphony, since most of these electoacustic instruments are
built from recycled bicycle parts.













BBAACCOO// OOppttii ccaall BBooxx aanndd BBaarr
Made from a mobile bar and a shower/dressing room, built in 2002
by M777 (Corbalán, Diéguez, Gilardi, Goldaracena and Torroja) as
part of another project, this module meant not only recycling
materials but ideas as well . Putting the two pieces together al lowed
us to build a new module for EGA: a Mobile optical Box, an
itinerant cinema with a walk-in pinhole camera, where we can have
photography workshops, project fi lms and have drinks with friends
who join us for these activities.













LLAA FFÁÁBBRRIICCAA// TTooyy--MMaakkii nngg WWoorrkksshhoopp
The Crane is a mobile artifact built to house a toy-making
workshop in public spaces. This assembly is comprised of the
metal structure of an old display cabinet, several wood drawers
and a series of simple mechanisms, making the whole an archive-
machine and a place where thousands of parts from other
machines can be recycled into toys.
La Fábrica takes these parts as raw materials and inserts them in a
new cycle, transforming both their form and function.
Recycling as a technology and the assembly of dissimilar but
known parts are the tools used in the play/educational environment
proposed by La Fábrica.
This project finds spaces for play and construction; play then
becomes an urban experience, and exemplifies the right to make a
different city.















MMAANN// NNoommaadd ii cc PPootttteerryy MMoodduu ll ee
Built from recycled auto parts boxes, this is an itinerant pottery
workshop. I t is extremely compact, and its side panels open out to
become tables and work spaces. Inside, it includes several trays in
which to store pots, a water container and a sink. On top, and
reached by an attached ladder, there is a space to store new clay.
I t also includes a toolbox, its own lighting system and several
manual turn tables.

















CCaaddaaccttrrooppoo// MMoovvii ee--MMaakkii nngg MMaacchh ii nnee
This is a recreation of one of the toys that made fi lms possible: the
zootrope, which is a rotating cylinder which turns static pictures into
moving pictures.
I t was built using a washing machine drum, a ceil ing fan motor and
an obsolete machine used for ultrasound therapy (a “cadactron”).
This machine hangs from tower made from wooden beams,
crowned with the base from a coffee table. I t is transported by a
cart made from recycled auto parts boxes.
This module is perfect for movie-making workshops for children, as
it is a direct demonstration of how animation techniques work.











CCaarrrrii ttoo FFii oorrii ttoo// MMoobbii ll ee CChh ii ll dd rreenn ''ss TThheeaattrree aanndd WWoorrkksshhoopp
Built for the art col lective Belleza y Felicidad. I t is made from the
fiberglass roof of an unknown vehicle, an old axle, several auto
parts boxes and several truck ladders. I t is mobile and easily
unfolds into a theatre for puppets, shadows and kamishibai. A
detachable table is good for handicrafts and other workshops. I t
can also serve as a fi lm projection booth, or a foodtruck style
dispenser. I t also comes with ropes and tarpaulins, which when
tied to a tree or a lamp post, serve to extend the cart's community
space.











EELL GGRRAANN AAUULLAA
Activities in Buenos Aires



FFEESSTTIIVVAALL SSOOBBRREE RRUUEEDDAASS
Performances in the public space

























EELL GGRRAANN AAUULLAA
Social map









EELL GGRRAANN AAUULLAA
a77/ Gustavo Diéguez, Lucas Gilardi
CoZa/ Roger Colom, Leonello Zambón
Maquila/ Paola Salaberri

EEGGAA TTeeaamm
Agustina Canosa, Roger Colom, Marco Correa Panizzi, Tatiana Cuoco, Gustavo
Diéguez, Lucas Gilardi, Mariel Leanza, Francesco Milano, Sebastián Rey, Ariel
Rodríguez, Felipe Romero, Paola Salaberri, Mercedes Sánchez, Pedro Satorre,
Paula Valentini , Leonello Zambón

GGuueessttss
Centro Rural de Arte
Normal tm
PH1 5

HHoossttss
Centro Hipermediático Experimental Latinoamericano (cheLA)
Cultura en Proyectos
Hospital de Infecciosas Francisco Muñiz
Instituto Bernasconi
Espacio Cultural del Sur



VVii ss ii ttoorrss
Instituto Comunicaciones
Instituto Vocacional de Arte (Constitución)
Colegio Aletheia
Instituto Municipal de Enseñanza por el Arte (IMEPA) Sedes Gonnet, Piñeyro y
Dock Sud
Profesorado de Formación docente de Lanús
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